
 

 

ArtOnes:  
Smart Contracts 
Investment Model 

ArtOnes is the first truly decentralized art platform that will bring together 
artists, art investors and peer to peer groups whose mutually beneficial 
participation will be driven by blockchain technology. 



What is ArtOnes? 

ArtOnes is an innovative e-commerce platform that combines a web store on the front 
end with a back end system built on our proprietary blockchain technology that allows 
us to operate various smart contracts to trigger the functions described below.   Any 
user who signs up to the platform can purchase or invest in art using our custom-built 
‘Smart Contracts.’ These are coded agreements that execute automatic functions on 
our blockchain ledger, such as payments for artwork, investment payouts and the 
transfer of proof-of-ownership using digital Certificates of Authenticity (or “dCoAs”). 

The ArtOnes Platform is owned and operated by ARTContent Editions Limited (AEL) - 
an established integrated publisher, wholesaler and retailer of unique and original 
limited edition works of art created by commercially proven and recognized artists.  
AEL seeks capital appreciation by commissioning artists of cultural merit to produce 
high quality works of art under exclusive agreement which the Company markets and 
sells to the international art market. Past projects include commissions from Andy 
Warhol, Jack Shadbolt, Roy Deforest, Frederick J. Brown, Leon Golub, Philip Pearlstein, 
Malcolm Morley, Donald Sultan, Michael Sandle and Sir Peter Blake. Current portfolios 
include Paula Scher and John Newsom. 

AEL’s expansive inventory -- including its most recent commissions -- will be sold and 
made available for investment through the ArtOnes platform.  
 

ACCESSIBILITY 
ArtOnes facilitates the trading of all artwork in 
all mediums and invites everyone to participate 
in the art economy. 
  
CONNECTIVITY  
ArtOnes enables artists, collectors and investors 
to build meaningful and mutually beneficial 
relationships. 
  
AUTHENTICITY  
ArtOnes provides encrypted verification of 
artwork authenticity and provenance using 
blockchain technology and custom-built smart 
contracts.  



What is Blockchain Technology? 

Blockchain technology - the technology that underlies bitcoin - is a software structure 

on which ArtOnes has built its own ‘distributed ledger’ to record artwork transactions in 

a way that maintains verified ownership records. Once ownership records and art 

transaction information is added to our digital ledger, it is stored in an immutable 

database which cannot be altered to forge fraudulent records of artwork ownership. 

A distributed ledger can be described as a ledger of any transactions or contracts 

maintained in decentralized form across different locations and people, eliminating the 

need of a central authority to keep a check against manipulation. All the information on 

it is securely and accurately stored using cryptography and can be accessed using keys 

and cryptographic signatures.  

What are Smart Contracts? 

Smart contracts are self-executing contracts with the terms of the agreement between 

buyer and seller being directly written into lines of code. The code and the agreements 

contained therein exist across a distributed, decentralized blockchain network.  

Smart contracts permit trusted transactions and agreements to be carried out among 

disparate, anonymous parties without the need for a central authority, legal system, or 

external enforcement mechanism. They render transactions traceable, transparent, and 

irreversible. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blockchain.asp


How Do We Verify the Authenticity of Artwork Using 
Digital Certificates of Authenticity (“dCoAs”)? 

The ArtOnes platform and website is built on our proprietary blockchain infrastructure, 
which allows us to incorporate a distributed ledger where all transactions processed 
through the website are recorded.   This system allows us to combat forgery by 
maintaining tamper-proof records of all works of art sold through the platform, so that 
when an artwork is sold, the owner-vendor can be verified.  To update this ledger, we 
create and issue a digital Certificate of Authenticity (or “dCoA”) for all verified artworks 
listed on the platform.   Our smart contracts for sale - automated agreements that are 
triggered when art is purchased through the platform - are coded so that once a 
purchaser receives the work of art that they bought and confirms its condition, thus 
completing the sale, the artwork’s dCoA is transferred to their blockchain wallet.  Once 
in their blockchain wallet, they remain the owner of the dCoA until they sell the artwork 
through the platform, and it is thus transferred to the new purchaser-owner as a 
condition of the smart contract. In the event a current owner choses to sell their artwork 
outside of the ArtOnes Platform, the chain of ownership or any records associated with 
the work such as changes that affect the original quality of the artwork (ie. restoration 
to damage) could be lost. Because such loss has the potential to result in reduced 
market value for the seller, they are incentivized to sell their artwork through the 
platform. Similary, our dCoA authentication system incentivizes purchasers to demand 
that sales are conducted through the Platform, so that they can ensure they are 
recorded as the artwork’s new lawful owner on our ledger and, as such, can sell the 
artwork for market price in the future. 

How Do ArtOnes Users Participate? 

Any registered and KYC/AML verified user on the platform can sign up for a Smart 
Contract for Investment to invest in original artwork, or simply purchase authenticated 
artwork through our Smart Contracts for Sale, which are coded to transfer proof-of-
ownership by transferring the purchaser an artwork’s dCoA upon completion of the 
sale.  

Using our ‘Smart Contracts for Investment’ users can invest in the artwork of a select 
number of artists whose existing inventory is owned by AEL. We have developed a first 
of its kind financing system that uses blockchain technology and our custom built 
smart contracts to allow users to act as investors in the following way: 



(1) A prospective art investor pledges a set investment on one 
or multiple artworks, and realizes a return upon the future 
sale of that artwork.  

Investors can pledge a set amount of monetary value per artwork, using either 
traditional fiat currency or an ArtOnes compatible ‘stablecoin’ – a type of 
cryptocurrency whose value is pegged to the US Dollar to avoid any fluctuations in it’s 
purchasing power. The amount that an investor can pledge for each artwork is 
predetermined by ArtOnes and coded into our ‘Smart Contracts for Investment. At the 
current stage, the only stablecoin that our Smart Contracts for Investment are 
compatible with (ie. coded to accept and make payments in) is Gemini Dollars (GUSD). 
We chose Gemini Dollars for their trustworthiness and the fact that the company 
issuing them is a New York Trust Company that is audited, regulated and licensed by 
the New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS).  

The artwork that is available for such investment - or “pledged artwork” - forms part of 
AEL’s existing inventory, and investors will thus be providing secured financing to AEL 
as the inventory owner. Upon the sale of artwork which an investor has pledged on, our 
Smart Contracts for Investment are coded to automatically repay investors their initial 
investment plus a predetermined return.   

ArtOnes has coded Smart Contracts for Investment for a limited number of artworks in 
the AEL inventory, and has limited the number of artworks which can be invested in 
during the first round of investment to a very conservative number.   Based on our 
decades of expertise and AEL’s historical sales record, we expect all pledged inventory 
that has been made available for investment to sell within 24 months of the date on 
which a given investment has been made.  

Currently, only artwork that forms part of the existing inventory produced and owned 
by AEL can be pledged upon through our Smart Contracts for Investment. During the 
next phase of the Platform’s development, we will enable all users who own inventory - 
be they an artist themselves or a gallery who owns work created by an artist - to have 
their prints invested in by other users, in order for any artist or owner to receive 
financing for unsold inventory. 



(2) When artwork which has been invested in is sold, the 
investor is automatically repaid as a condition of our Smart 
Contracts for Investment 

In order to sell prints as quickly as possible and provide liquidity for investors within 24 
months, ArtOnes will actively sell pledged artwork both online - through the ArtOnes 
platform’s virtual gallery - and through our extended network of physical galleries. 

When pledged artwork is sold, the transaction is facilitated by the Smart Contract for 
Investment associated with that artwork, which is coded to automatically repay the 
investor their original pledge amount plus a set return, calculated on a per-print basis.  

All investor pledges and returns are pre-determined and coded into our Smart 
Contracts for Investment based on the following ratios, calculated as a percentage of a 
given artwork’s retail price: 

As an additional safeguard for investors, we have coded an exit clause into our Smart 
Contracts for Investment. If any pledged artwork remains unsold after 24 months, 
investors can elect to either: 

1. Keep the terms of their original investment active; or 

2. Liquidate their investment by taking delivery of the unsold artwork in which they 
invested at no additional cost, making them the verified owner — and dCoA 
holder — of that artwork. Investors who acquire artwork in this way will thus pay 
approximately 36% of an artwork’s retail price.  

Initial Investment 
Pledge - as a % of 
artwork’s retail price

Investor Return on Pledged 
Investment - as a % of Initial 
Investment Pledge

Investor Total Return Upon 
Sale of Pledged Artwork - 
as a % of artwork’s retail 
price

36% 39% 50%


